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Abstract: This paper is a result of the analysis of the efficiency of natural deduction proof search and the
major weaknesses affecting it. We introduce new analytic strategies based on a new concept ”Truth Set of
Support”. We present a combined proof search algorithm for classical propositional logic where a crucially
new step is the guidance of the searching procedure by ”Truth sets of Support” and establish the correctness.
We describe the implementation of this new search technique and exemplify its advantages on the strong
version of the Pigeon Hole Principle.
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Introduction

The natural deduction (ND) proof search we optimise in
this paper, was initially formulated for classical setting [2]
and then extended to a number of logics – propositional
linear-time temporal logic PLTL [1, 3], paracomplete [6]
and paraconsistent [5]. Our recent work on the complexity
of the method [4] and the implementation of the technique
have shown that the method should be tuned to make proofs
more efficient. In particular, we were interested in improving the performance of the algorithm on the class of formulae corresponding to the famous pigeon hole principle
(PhP) which is often considered as an important ‘testing’
step for theorem provers. In this work we introduce new
analytic strategies based on a new concept which we call
”Auxiliary Truth Set (ATS)”. We present a combined proof
search algorithm for classical propositional logic where the
searching procedure is guided by the ATS and establish the
correctness. This technique has been implemented exemplifying its advantages on the strong version of the Pigeon
Hole Principle.
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Natural Deduction System

Figure 1 shows elimination (el) and introduction (in) rules.
Elimination Rules:
A∧B
A∧B
∧ el2
∧el1
A
B
¬¬A
A⇒B A
⇒el
A
B
Introduction Rules:
A
B
∨in1
∨ in2
A∨B
A∨B
¬el

∧in

A B
A∧B

⇒in

[C] B
C⇒B

C is the most recent alive assumption, means that C is discharged and all formulae from C up to n are discarded.
An ND-derivation or inference of a formula B from a
(possibly empty) set of assumptions Γ is a finite sequence of
formulae A1 , . . . , An = B such that every Ai (1 6 i 6 n)
is either an initial assumption or a conclusion of one of the
rules applied to some preceding formulae. If a set of initial
assumptions Γ is empty then B is a theorem.
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New Proof Search Algorithm

The proof search algorithm is represented as a sequence of
algo-steps Γ ` G, where Γ is an ordered set of formulae
in the proof and G is a stack of goals. The stack control
mechanism is based on the LIFO principle. The proof commences with the initial task, of deriving goal g0 from some
given set of formulae Γ = F1 , F2 , . . . , Fm (1 ≤ m), abbreviated as F1 , F2 , . . . , Fm ` g0 (if Γ = 0, we have a task
of proving g0 as a theorem). Γ can be classified into the
following six subsets:
Γinit (initial assumptions in Γ), discarded formulae F disc ,
formulae F el - premises of the elimination rules, formulae F src that generated new goals, auxiliary assumptions
F assmp , all other formulae F poten = F \(F disc ∪ F in ∪
F el ∪ F src ), where F el ∩ F assmp 6= ∅.
A goal gi ∈ G, is reached iff
• if gi 6= ⊥ then gi is reached iff ∃fi ∈ Γ such that
fi = gi and fi 6∈ F disc

∨el

¬in

A ∨ B ¬A(¬B)
B(A)

[C] B ¬B
¬C

• if gi = ⊥ then gi is reached iff ∃fk , fl such that
{fk , fl } ⊂ Γ and fl = ¬fk and fk ∈
6 F disc and
disc
fl 6∈ F
If the current goal gc is reached then it is deleted from
G and the immediately preceding goal becomes our new
current goal.
The heuristics are classified depending on the main logical connective of the goal.

Figure 1: ND Rules
If the conclusion of ⇒in or ¬in is at step n, then [C], where

(i) ‘implication’: If gc = A ⇒ B then F assmp is updated
with A and G is updated with gc = B.

(ii) ‘conjunction’: If gc = A∧B then we set up goal gc =
A (unless it has been already reached) and A needs to
be reached before gc = B in the same fashion.
(iii) ‘negation’: If gc = p (¬p) (for some literal p) then
F asspm is updated with ¬p (p) and G is updated with
⊥.
(iv) ‘disjunction’: If gc = A ∨ B then G is updated with
gc = A to be reached by the heuristics unless the
‘negation’ strategy is required. If A is not reachable
then all formulae and goals introduced since gc = A,
are deleted and gc = B and the same process applies
as for gc = A. If gc = B is not reached, then, after all
deletions, F asspm is updated by ¬(A ∨ B), and G is
updated by gc = ⊥. For the efficiency, we also add an
¬(A ∨ B)
auxiliary rule ∨elaux
¬A ∧ ¬B
(v) First, we introduce the notion of the ‘proof potential’,
which is φ = ((F assmp \F el ) ∩ (F assmp \F disc )) ∪
F poten ‘Auxiliary Truth Set (ATS)’ applies when the
potential of the proof φ 6= ∅, the current goal, gc = ⊥
has been generated by the last assumption, fn , and
none of the rules or other heuristics is applicable. Now
we split the set Γ into two sets: Γ2 = {fn } and
Γ1 = Γ\Γ
Vn2 and set up the new goal called ‘ATSgoal’=¬( i=1 fi ), where fi ∈ Γ1 \F disc . In other
words, we set up the goal as the negation of conjunctions of all non-discarded formulae in the proof before fn , which we now call ‘ATS-assumption’. It is
shown that a proof of ‘ATS-goal’ from fn is necessary
and sufficient condition for the presence of a contradiction in Γ1 \F disc . Now we generate all sets of truth
values that make ‘ATS-goal’ true. Then we check if
there is a variable in ‘ATS-goal’ which does not occur
in ‘ATS-assumption’ and if there is one we check if
this variable is ‘significant’ for the ‘ATS-goal’. This
is the process of establishing if this variable takes
both values - true and false - under the fixed values
of variables of the ‘ATS-assumption’, in which case
we eliminate this variable from the consideration. Alternatively, we conclude that ‘ATS-goal’ does not follow from the ‘ATS-assumption’ and terminate proof
by claiming that the desired proof from the initial set
of assumptions cannot be found. Now let φ = φ1 ∪φ2 ,
where φ2 = fn and φ1 ∪ φ2 = ∅. Now we build ATS
for ATS-assumption. For each of the groups of formulae from φ2 with common variables we build their
truth sets. If a group does not have a variable common
with the ATS-goal then we do not consider it. Similarly, we check if a group that has variables common
with the ATS-goal does not contain a variable not occurring in ATS-goal and delete this group if this is not
true. Comparing ATS for ATS-assumption and ATSgoal, we check if every truth set of ATS-assumption
contains at least one element of the truth set of ATSgoal. If we find a combination that violates this then

we terminate the proof as we found the evaluation under which the formula given for the proof is false.
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Experimental results: Pigeon Hole Principle under
the new proof search.

To illustrate how the proposed proof search works we
present here its performance on the Pigeon Hole Principle
comparing with the original proof search for ND [2] and
with Buss’s proofs for this important for theorem provers
class of testing formulae. Note that Buss’s results are given
for the DPLL with clause learning [7].
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